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The report gzves results of tests on two "constmt velocity"‘ 
acrofoil scotions, 9% and II,5 t 

k 
ick rcspacti 

over a rangc of R of 0.3 x 10 % 
ely, and of aspect ratio 6, 

to 7.5 x IO . 

In both cases C-ox. 1s 0 9 at low Reyno ds nmbers but 
rises very sharply between R = 1 x IO ona .2x10 6 

runching a value of nearly 1.5 at R = 4 x 106 . 
to 1.3 or 1.4, 

'The stall is very 
sharp at Reynolds numbers above the critxal vnlue and the slopes of 
the CL -CA curves arc not very different in the two cases over most 
of the range. Abovc CL = 0.5 hmcvcr, the slope for the thin wing 
appears to inorcnse somewhat while the tcndcncy for the thxkor vrlng 
is in.tho other direction. 

CD&- is lower for the 117; than for the P$ section except 
at lm Reynolds nmbers (where the revcrsc is found) an&at high Reynolds 
numbers (where the values are nearly cqud). 

--- at low lift coefficients is generally scncwhot higher for 
=L 

the 11%. An appendix gives the results of tuftmg cxperimnts. 

Introduction 

These wing sections mere exdmed as a result of prclrninary 
to&s, on an alrcroft nodel, which made it desirnblc to check the Profile 
characteristics. The thickness/chord ratio In the original design 
varied frQn 12$ near the root to II;;0 at the tip but the outer ports of 
the wiw were later nodifrcd to a 9$ thick section. 

Derivation of Profxles. 

The basx wxng sections were designed by the ncthod given by 
Thvraitcs in Rcfs. 1 and 2. The specification was for constant velocity 
on the upper surfnce up to 0.40 chord (11;; t/c) and. 0.35 chord (p$ t/c) 
at CL = 0.26 and 0.18 respectively. This was ossoclntcd with a constant 

1 loading type comber line (Ref. 3) which gave constant loading on the II& 
wing up to 0.60 chord decreasing linearly to sero at the trailing edge at 
a OLOpt. of 0.13. The smx comber lint was used for the ss section. 
The renr portions of both sectzons nerc slightly cusped. The maxinun 
thickncsscs of the scctions were locntca at 0.43~ (Il.;6 t/c) rind 0.340 
(9% VC). 

bhe -__--__------------------------------ 
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The upper and lower surface ordinates are rccordcd'in Table I 
while the profiles are sketched in Fig.1. The ordinntcs were checked by plotting 
mean slopes at different parts of the outline ngoinst distance from the leading 
edge. Some obvious small errors :rere found ond the figures given in the 
table therefore differ slightly from those supplied by the firm. 

l'/iw hodels rind Supports 

The %: wing v!as made of steel and the 11% of hlduminium (R-11.56). 
Both wore rectangular in plan form. The nominal chord was 8 inches and 
the span 4 ft. but the ohord of the 9,s wing, was actually 7.94 in.. giving 
an aspect ratio of 6.045 instead of 6 while the 11% model ~.as slightly bent 
in the dircotion of the soan. As a result of this curvature the end chords 
of the Il$ wng ware nearly 0.08 in. bcloir the centre chord (wing right 
wny up). 

The thicker wing was mounted (upside dol-m) on the standard end-pin 
and tail supports. The $ wing hoi/ever, was too thin to be held in this nay 
and runs therefore suspended from streamlined rods at points 24gin. apart 
and 1.6 in. from the leading edge. The adjustable rear support was located 
near the centre of the trailing edge in each case. 

Range of Tests 

The tests included measurements of lift, drag and pitching moment 
ranging from negntiv values of L 
varied from 0.3 x 10 % f to 7.2 x 10 

to the stalled rtgiog, Reynolds numbers 
(% rung) and 7.6 x 10 (11% wing). 

Tables and Xgures 

A summary of results is given in Table II and details of the 
observations in Tables III and IV, The summary is illustrated in Fig.11 
and typical Curves of CL ngainot a and Cm against CL are drawn in 
Fig.3. 

In addition to the normal tunnel corrections for drag and incidenoc, 
the nnpcot ratio corrcotions that hove,been used In the celoulation of 
a0 are 

- 3.52 CL degrees (B;L) and - 3.55 CL degrees (?I$.) 

iihile the induced drag coefficient has been estimated 'from the expressions 

0.055 CL~ (sx) and 0.0555 CL* (11%). 

Results 

The dxffcrences in Qmax. are small, and except at very low 
Reynolds numbers, t$ stall is very sharp in both cases (Fig.3). With R 
approaching 1.5 x 10 the maximum lift coefficient begins to rise steep1 
At low values of R , CLmax. 1s 0.8 and at high values nearly 1.5 (Fig.2 3 

. 

. 

The slope of the lift ourve is generally much the same in each case. 
For the 9s section the values given in Table II and plotted in Fig.2 cover 
3 rnnge of CL of -0.12 to +0.5. There appears generally to be a slight 
increase at greater angles of incidence, The values quoted 

$ 
or the 11% section 

refer to CL ranging from -0.1 to +0.35 up to R q 2 x 10 and -0.1 to to.75 
for R greater than this. In thin case the slope decreases at higher angles 
of incidence. 

Ad 
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As ncntioned in a previous pnragroph, a, hcs been calculated by 
the use of the Glaucti "liftlna lineU formuln. The slope of the CL 

'aEalnst a0 ourve hol,ever, is oppreoiobly dlffertnt if the Bryant-Gnrner 
equatron, 

A A 
- = -- + 0.34 (I + T) + 0.06)+ _"f , r a a0 *I A 

based on 10?tlng surfxe theory 1s employed. 

The colaul.?ttd values for hlLh RLynoldo numbers nrc ?a fol'low: 

=L dCL dCL 0 = --- Do e: --- 
da da0 

a0 = --- 
da, 

Glnuert my xlt 

,F 4.3 5.05 6.4 
10 4.4 6.W+ 6.6 

At zero 1St a 1s -0.6 degrees for the '$ wng and -0.9 degrees 
for the II>< wing, :ihlle at a =, 0, the values of C& ore npproximntely 
0.045 and 0.065 respectively. The shift of the curve 1.3 illustrated ln 
B1g.3. . 

l-'itchlng Xoment 

The relntlon between C,.;' ond CL is also much the same In the 
% 

tl!o oases (S1fi.3) but the value of --- at the lover lift coef'fioients is 

rpprcolobly diffcrcnt (Tablo II and F18.2). The slopes recorded cover the 
rangt of CL fkorl -0.12 to to.35 or 0.4 (9;; wing) and -0.1 to roughly 
+0.5 (II;: ring). 

,.orwnts ;ir< !:~.vair. about the quarter chord line in cnch case. 

CD Lin. is lo:!sr for the ll$ than for the $ seotlon except at loit 
Reynolds nu&crs \,here the rcvcrse 1s fouud, and at the highest Reynolda 

'6'. nuaber of -i’-$ x IO , ,.here the values ore nenrly equal and of pcgnitude 
approxx?ntbly 0.007 (Table 11 rind l"ig.2). 

The elope of the CD cgainst CI,~ curves ot low lift could only 
be mcnsurcd in a f'r.w oaws and then 711th unoertaln accuracy. Suffiownt 
maauraents were howewr, nvailnble to shoori the usual relatively high 
values 01' slope at lox: Rtynoldn nFlbtrs ttndmr, to the Glnuert value of 
0.0555 at i~gh vclucs of R. 

Pi2 o~or%m 
:- Allowing an increase of 53 for infinite aspect ratio, 

f4 
e II,: viii;, Xta ~$11 tin the ~ulros of Multhopp's analysis 

r cambered acroloils (Rc?, 4); i'sr tho 92 it in inolin+?d to bo rather 
high by roughly 0.1.) 
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NO. - 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Author 

9. Thnaites 

B. Thnaites 

E. J. Richards 

H. Idulthopp 

D. D. Cnrrm 

A. D. Young 

Title, etc. 

A n&hod of nerofoil design. Part I - 
Sym2etricnl nerofoils. R. & iL 2166. 
IJay, 1945. 

A nethod of oerofoil design. Part II - 
Cambered nerofoils. R. & id. 2167. 
Septmber, 1945. 

A foxily of camber lines for low drag 
aerofoils glvmg an arbitrary pitching 
nment coefficient, 
A.R.C. 8277. (Unpublished). 

Gn the mximm lift coefficient of 
aerofml sectmns. 
tiI.R.C. 12,115: Decenber, 1948. 

h note on the boundnry layer nnd 
stallim chnrccteristics of nerofoils. 

r review of ~o&stallmg research. 
With an Appendix by H. B. Squire and 
A. D. Young. R. & M. 2609. 
February, 1942. 

I/ Table 



--------- ----------------------I--I 
:\6xofo~l Trofile 11,; t/c 

x lmsr 

--------- 

0.k 
O.OG 
0.10 
0.20 
0.40 

.0.60 
0.80 
1.20 
1 .bO 
2.00 
2.40 
2.00 
3.20 
3.60 
4 .oo 
4.40 
4.80 
5.20 

2:: 
6:40 
6.80 
7.20 
7.40 
7.60 
7.80 

it,", 
_--_--_-, 

- 

f 

- . YU __--_--___---- 
LA. RILdule 

0.082 
0.093 
0.122 

",",:i . 
0.274 
0.314 

i*fZ,7 . +- 
0.463 
0.491 
0.509 
0.520 
0.522 
0.515 
0.497 
0.470 
0.433 
0.385 

217 
o:, 89 
0.117 
0.084 

22 
oh5 

0 
--. 

------_-_, 
J’a --_-___-^. 

0.088 
0.075 
0.088 
0.106. 
0.137 
0.100 
0.212 
0.238 
0.278 
0.307 
0.329 
0.34A 
0.354 
0.359 
0.358 
0.350 

:*::o' . 

i"6": .? 
0.2211 
0.179 
0.120 
0.078 
0.05:, 
0.035 
0.91a 
0.011 

0 
m_-------. 

:spm 4 ft. 
Chord 0.662 ft. 
As.. 6.045 1 
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Table I 

Ordmutes of Aerofoil Scctiom 
(Inches) 

l!ing Ama 2.645 sq. ft. 
;;uc t/c at 0,&30 

"h!fi 0.051 
0 

---“------------------~--  

Aerofoil Profile 9: t/ 
-,---2- 

yu ..----_------- 
LE. l:ndnm 

0.033 

-ii 

o.ovg 
0.123 
0.162 
0.216 
0.258 
0.292 
0.345 
0.355 
0.412 * 
0:429 
0.437 
0.434 
0.423 
0.405 
0.379 
0.346 
0.308 
0.264 
0.218 
0.171 
0.125 
0.031 
0.062 
0.041 
0.023 
0.014 

0 
_,,-,-,,-,,-L i- 

Y2 
c-m--- -mm_ 

0.084 
0.075 
o.oav 
0.108 
0.134 
0.169 
0.195 
0.215 

Z'% . 
0.278 
0.284 
0.282 
0.273 
0.258 

~'~:~ 
0:194 
0.160 
0.141 
0.114 
0.088 
0.064 
0.042 
0.032 
0.023 
0.015 
0.010 

0 
---------- 

4 f‘t. 
0.667 ft. 
6.0 
2.66; sq. ft. 

o.3qc 

0.048 

II/ Table 
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Table II 

Surmlrg of r:esu1ts 

/cl Acrofoll 

0.287 
0.91 
1.51 
2.20 
2.98 
3.26 

;*;z 
7:19 

5.46 
5.96 
6.18 
6.34 
6 l 475 
6-515 
6.61 
6.76 
6.855 

0.805 
0.85 

I”*$; . 
I.433 
1.47 
1 .475 
1.475 
1.43 

12.0 
12.7 
12.6 
18.85 
19.45 
20.0 
20.15 
20.15 
iv-4 

=L --- 
da 

refers to range of CL 3 

0.0080 1+.16 
0.0066 4.225 
0.0061 4.25 
0.0061 4.30 
0.0063 4.32 

0.017 
0.0096 
0.0x95 
0.0098 

0.0069 4.32 o.oio2 
0.0069 4.30 0.0103 
0.0070 4.29 0.0097 

-0.12 to to,5 

Slope generally show slight ~ncreaee at hq.h values of CL. 

IT.2 
--R refers to range of CL = -0.12 to to.35 
acL -0.12 to to.4 

11% Aerofoil 

0.30 
0.65 
I.075 
1.47 
2.08 
2.91 
4.12 
5.05 

Z-L? 
716; 

5.48 0.80 
5.81 0.815 
6.03 0.825 

6.76 1.48 
6.825 1.465 
6.885 1.455 

12.2 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
19.0 

20.5 
21 .b 
21.85 
21.1 
20.7 
20.25 

0.0106 3.98 
0.0072 4.21 
0.0050 4.24 

0.0046 4.30 

3 
o.oc61 4.27 

0.0068 
0.0068 j 

a.42 

4.44 

0.041 
0.036 
0.0296 

0.0217 
- 

0.0186 

o.oi7 
O.OlL& 

--- refers to ritnge of CL = -0.1 to to.35 
da -0.1 to to.75 

Slope decreases at higher velues of CL 

-- refers to range of CL z -0.1 to to.5 roughly. 
ac 

L 

III/ Table 



‘Table III 

- 
____-___--______-_____ __--___________________________ 

P = 1.0 Atims. 
v = 72.0 m 

+o.l+ +0.074l0.0091 O.Oa38 -0dny4 
1.65 0.169 0.0100 o.cnSq -0.0182 
2.85 0.266 0.0120 0.0081 -0.0182 1.9 

o.l+l&o 0.0269 O.Ol63 -0.0151 
0.609 0.0353 0.0151 -0.0114 

10.2.5 0.763 0.0652 0.0332 -0.0~66 
II .5 0.800 0.108 0.0727 -0.0261 
12.8 0.790 0.153 0.119 -0.0626 
14.15 0.740 o.lat 0.151 / 0.853 0.132 O.CQ18 -0.042: 

.830 0.177 0.139 -0.0721 

I - I 
- z 1 --A-,-- i - q - -L--L---L-----! __--__ l----- 

-5 
, 
; 
; 
; I I 1 ) 

I 

0.161 0.0075 0.0061 -O.OI~I I .a5 . 
0.255 0.0101 0.0065 -0.0183 1.95 

0.812 O.OL75 0.0113 -0.0149 7.3 ’ 
O.Y& 0.0573 0.0122 -0.0148 8.2 

0685 0.0141 -0.0145 9.15 
tan - - 

COdil./ 



Table III(Contd.) 

--m------e-_- -__-_----_-__------_-------__-------- --_______________ _-_________ 
P = 11.4 Atums. f-N* = P = 14.7 AimOS- @'* = 93.6 lb./sq.st.. P =' 18.5 Ataws. = 133 lb/q.ft. 
V = 49.oFEs ii = 2.20 x 1 v = 53.3 FE R =2.98x10 v = 57.9 mu = 4.05 x 106 

a 
-- 
-2.2 
-0.9 
+0.35 

1.6 
2-85 
5.25 
7.75 
9.0 

10.15 
17.65 
13.9 
15.15 
16.35 
17.6 
18.85 
18.85 
19.2 
20.55 

4.124 o.oopo 0.0082 -0.125 O.Ob93 0.0084 -0.0220 -1.75 
-0.026 0.0075 0.0075 -0.0211 -0.8 
1.0.065 0.0068 0.0%5 -0.0202 +O.I 
0.165 0.0076 o.a?61 -0.0192 1.0 0,163 0.0079 0.0064 -0.0193 
0,256 0.0t03 0.0067 -0.0184 2.85 0.253 0.0108 0.0073 -0.0184 2.85 0.256 0.~09 0.0073 -0.C1'80 1.95 

0.0084 -0.Ol75 3.7 4.05 0.3~9 - - -0.0176 2.0 
0.008j -0.0161 5.25 O.L,l+l+ 0.0188 0.0080 -O&l69 3;7 

7.75 0.635 0.03C6 0.00% -0.0164 5.55 0.820 0.~~58 o.ooy? -0.0163 7.3 I 
1.008 0.0680 0.0120 -0.0168 9.1 02 

1.085 0.0798 0.0148 -0.0162 1.095 0.0302 O.Ol&!+ -0.0172 IO.05 
I 

1.18 0.~931 0.0162 -0.0176 ii.0 
1;265 0.107 o.otpi -0.0179 11.95 
1.345 0.1215 0.0220 -0.0177 12.9 
If+15 1 175 0.1355 CStxxl 0._0250 -Of172 l.31gj 

0.228 -0.0850 17.2 
0.261 -0.1117 18.55 

-- -. 

cant&/ 



Table III(Contd.) 

-- -se __-_- ---__------- --_------__------ 
P = 22.8 Atuosc pV2 = 216 lb./sq.ft. P = 24.6 Atwas. $W2 = 332 lb./s 
v = 63.9~~3 T- R =5.76x1 06 v = 78.0~~~ ---I Y R = 7.19 x IO 

e---m 
a 

e-z-- 
-2.2 
-0.95 
+0.35 

1.6 
2.85 
5i3 
7.75 

10.2 
12.7 
13.95 
15.2 
36.4 
17.7 
18.95 
20.15 

-20.45 
21.75 

.-_ 

,.-- 

+ 

-- 

'0.026 0.0082 0.0082 
.:T-/; 0.0001 0.0078 

01259 0.0106 0.0069 
0.445 - 
0.634 0.0304 O.-m52 
0.822 0.0&61 o.oo%y 
1.003 0.0667 0.0110 
1.098 0.0782 0.0119 
1.180 0.Oy18 0.0151 
1.26% 0.1055 0.0170 -0.0156 
1.345 0.1205 0.0208 
I;I+ZO 0.136 0.0~~8 
1.475 eta11 - - 
o.ygy 0.257. 0.202 
0.903 0.294 0.249 
,______ _ __-_-- -_-__ -* ------- 

+ 

.0.120 0.00~3 0.0085 -0.0223 -1.75 
0.019 0~x178 0.0078 -0.0209 -0.85 
,0.071 0.0078 0.0075 -0.0203 +0.1 
0.164 o.0088 0.0073 -0.0192 1.05 
0.258 0.0109 0.00772 -0.0183 1.95 
0.347 - - -0.0?76 2.05 
0.451 0.0!81 0.0070 -0.0160 
0.640 0.0300 

3:7 
0.0074 -0.0158 5.5 

0.828 0.0462 0.0003 -0.0153 7;35 
1.012 0.0662 0.0100 -0m54 9.2 
1.100,0.0787 0.0124 -0.0156 10.1 
1.185 0.0918 0.0144 -0.0155 11.1 
1.27 0.1055 0.0165 -0.015j 12.05 
1.355 0.)275 0.0265 -0.0155 13.0 
1.415 - ,- -0.0154 15.3 
1.430 +sStnll - - 44.35 
1.005 0.258 0.203 -O.lCHj 16.95 
,-.----'------------r-------------- 



---I_ I--__-_-_-----_-_--_- _---__--_-_-_-_-----l___________________ 

P = 1.0 Atnos I +I2 = 12.l lb./&q& P = 2.3 ktn~s- pv2 = 24.9ibJsq.f~ P = 4.6 a&~. 
FT------ 

--- 

= 0.301 x~o6 R = 0.65 x 10~ 
IPV = %4Ib./sq.ft. 

v =: 70.95 FPS {R V = 67.7 ES v = 56.6 Frs /R = 1.075 x IO6 

a 
-- 
-1.65 
-0.6 
+0.4 

1.45 

g; 
. 

9.7 
10.75 
11.75 
12.85 
13.95 

-w--w ---_- -------- .----------- -- 

-0.053 o.ooyo 0.0088 -0.0279 

0.0072 -0.0193 
0.0103 -o,oc~Ov 

0.746 0.167 0.136 

--.-l-L 

a0 II a _____n_-_-- 
-1.5 l-1.75 
-0.65 po.65 
kO.1 +0.35 
0.85 1.4 
1.6 2.5 
4.0 5.55 
6.4 8.7 
7.25 10.75 
a.05 Il.8 
8.95 12.9 

10.05 13.95 
Il.05 15.0 
12.2 17.15 
------ ---- 

.O.Ojl 0.007L 0.0072 -0.0277 -1.55 

.0.018 0.0052 0.0052 -0.0243 -0.7 
Or093 0.0058 0.0053 -0.0224 0 
0.172 0.0066 0.0050 -0,0213 +0.8 
0.251 ~0.0087 0.0052 -0.0200 1.6 
0.458 0.0203 0.0086 -0.0122 3.95 
0.664 0.0357 0.0?13 -0.0066 6.35 
0.798 0.0499 0.0146 -0.0041 7.9 
0.824 0.0798 0.0422 -0.0005 8.9 
0.824 0.116 0.0787'-0.0129 10.0 
0.812 0.156 O-t19 -0.0375 II.05 
0.765 0.?87 0.155 -0.0587 12.3 

-0.0780 14.8 
: ------ -_-___A.-----.---_---- 



I 

P = 9.58 Atms. 
v = 53.0 ws 

-? ------.._ -_-__ 

-. 

.-----_ 

C 
Ii? .----_- 

.a.0269 

.0.0251 
a.0233 
.0.0222 
.0.0209 
.0.0140 
O.Glll 
.0.0090 
.0.0066 
.G.O054 
.0.0062 

.0.0362 

,---- .----. 
a a 

1.5 a.9 
0.75 13.15 
0.05 16.3 
0.8 17.3: 
1.6 18.4 

_----- 

0.721 - 
ima - 
1.21 - 
1.275 - 
1.320 - 
L.365 - 
1.395 cSta11 
0.832 - 
--- ----__-__ 

'Do , 'rn ao ,----- ----__-..- ---- 

'-7------------- 
e- -0.0135 6.35 

-0.oll5 9.55 
-0.0093 12.0 
-0.ooyo 12.85 
-G.oG81 13.7 
-0.0079 14.65 

15.6 
-0.09Ol 17.35 

_-_-_~_--_--_~_-__- 

v2 = 159 lb./sq3ft. 
R = 4.12 x 10 

.-, 

.._, 

_- 

a 

-1 .a 

-0.7 
ko.35 
1.45 
2.55 
5.75 
9.0 

12.2 
15.4 
16.45 

,----- ~-~~-~1~~~~~--~~--~____,___ 

-----I ------------- _ -------.---__ cL 'D 'D, m -%I C 

0.0076 -0.0262 -1.55 
0.0066 -0.0247 -0.75 

0.101 0.0069 0.0063 -0.0232 -0.05 
0.*03 0.0080 0.0061 -0.0220 43.8 
0.259 0.0108 0.0071 -0.0198 1.65 
0.499 0.0218 0.0080 -0.0165 4.6 
0.7~1 0.0393 0.0089 -0.0148 6.35 
0.973 0.06jq 0.0109 -0.0145 8.75 , 
1.185 0.0943 0.0162 -0.0145 11.2 
1.255 0.106 0.0182 -0.0147 12.0 
1.32 0.117 0.0204 -0.0142 12.8 I 
4.37 0.130 0.0257 -0.m37 13.7 
1.425 0.1405 0.0275 -0.ol32 14.65 
1.46 0.15L. 0.0358 -0.0122 15-55 
1.485 &tall - 15.65 
0.985 0.273 0.219 -0.0792 1.3.1 
0.925 0.313 0.265 -o-l040 19.2 



Table IV (Contd.) 

P = 18.3AiEJE 
v = 76.4 FPS 

--_-v-_-e----_ _----_---_-------- -------_-------_ - -___--_--- --___-_-_____-_-_- 

v2 = 252lb./w+ft. 
= 5.73 x la6 

P = 24.6 Atmos. = 262 lb/sq.i't. 
v = 68.2 YEi = 6.65x106 

P = 24.0 Atmos. pv2 
R v = a2.2 FFS 1 = 366 ti./sq.~t. 

R = 7.64 x 10 
-__--. --, 

CD0 -----. 

.- 

- . 

. c 

-- -I,=-- 

-0.ol55 
-0.0-I 61 
-0.0163 
-0.0161 
-0.0154 

-0.0649 
: 

-_--- 

% ! a ,__-_ ----- 
6.5 -1.9 

;:1', ;::;; 
4.05 1.5 
4.95 2.6 
5.9 5.9 
7.3 9.3 

11.5 
13.7 
15.85 
16.95 
18.05 
19.15 
20.25 
20.7' 
20.7: 

._------- -- 

.-------_----_.__--_---------- --__-______--_______ ------- 
‘L ‘D ‘Do Cm ‘L ‘,, ‘&, ’ --- --.. - -----_ ----- -_,---_---_, --__ - __._______ - ____..___ mm- 

.0.083 0.0075 0.0070 -0.0245 -1.6 2.0 -0.088 0.0078 0.0074 -0.0246 

.O.d 0.0072 0.0072 -0.0234 -0.8 0.8 +0.002 0.0070 0.0070 -0.0231 
0.091 0.0075 0.0070 -0.0218 +0.5 0.35 0.0% 0.0072 0.0068 -0.0219 
0.179 0.0038 0.0070 -0.0204 0.85 1.55 0.186 0.0088 0.0069 -0.0207 
0.264 0.0107 0.0068 -0.0188 i-65 0.273 0.0112 0.007'1 -0.0188 
0.516 0.0225 0.0~78 -0.0160 4.05 0.543 0.0237 0.0073 -0.0161 
0.768 0.0412 0.0086 -0.Ot1+& 6.6 0.801 b.04~7 0.0091 -0.0151 
0.932 0.0585 0.0105 -O.Ol@ 8.2 1.05 0.0732 0.0118 -0.0164 

.085 0.0785 o.ol32 -0.0152 9.85 1.28 0.103 0.0176 -0.0177 

.225 0.1008 O.Ol7j -0.Ol55 II;5 1.345 0.120 o.ol91 -0.0177 

.305 0.1125 0.0181 -0.Ol53 12.3 1.40 0.133 0.0239 -0.0171 

:;;5 a;;1 0.0225 0.0258 -0.0154 -0.0143 13.25 
01158 o.oovy -0.0096 

1.455 1.44 CStall 0.161 0.0464 - -0.0155 - 
1.14 0.234 0.162 ~0.0652 

.&65 fStd.I - - 1.04 0.267 0.207 -0.0755 
1.08 0.253 0.187 -0.0776 
_-__-- ----L- ----___-_______ 

___-_ 

% 

-1 -7 
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to.9 
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Since the original report was written the models have been 
exonined qualitatively-by a visual method using tufts attached to the 
upper surface. , 

It nas found that these tufts could be placed ahost any.There 
on the surface of the 9% aerofoil without appreciable effect on the 
flow conditions, but that the ll$ was sensitive to their presence 
anywhere on the forward hnlf. Nevertheless, by ccanbining balance 
neasunmeids rvith tufting in order to obtain the optinur;l tuft 
arrangement, good correlation was obtain& between the flow pattern 
developiient and th: true CD- a curves. 

sepnrotion frcm near the leading edge. 
Y? section stalls-shnrply by 

This is also true of the 11$ 
At high Reynolds numbers the 

except that by the time it occurs, turbulent aepnration has spread well 
forward from the rear. Below the critical R breakdown of the flow 
pattern is associated with an corly development of a nose bubble 
separation. 

Out of a number of other profiles having a similar critioal 
scale effect on C&am , one has been selected for comparison and 
contrast. It is dcmonstratcd thnt in the case of these three aerofolls 
(two cambered and each of 8 inoh chord and one symmetrical with a chord 
of 12 inches) the stall occurs when the forward parts (which are similar 
in form and linear dmensions) of the upper surfaces reach a certnin 
attitude with respect to the wind. This may indicate that aeporation 
in the peak suction region depends to sonc cxtont on the size as well 
as the shape of the nose profile. 

Arrangements of Tufts 

Tufts on a model in the Compressed Air Tunnel can be viewed 
through one of the small spyholcs after reflection in a mirror and 
Fig. 4 shows their-arrangement on the Viokcrs wings. They consisted 
of thin wool streamers affixed to the surface by Araldite 101 and it 
will be noticed that thoy were staggered so as to keep the rearward 
‘GUY.3 clear of nny wake produced by those nearer the lending edge. 

In nddition to ottemptlng to investigate the development of 
the stalled conditions a few experiments rrere~carricd out to oxomine 
whether the tufts themselves were causing an appreciable lnterferenco 
with the flow pattern. For that rcoson the lay-out in each case 
included originally a set parallel to, and half an inch from, the 
lending edge. 

Development of the Stalled Conditions 

In spite of the intcrforence caused by the tufts on thc,ll$ 
vn.ng which vrill be discussed later, it 1s thought that the flow changes 
can be fairly well defined as follows:- . ( 

Below the Critical R .- In each case a scparation'region 
(nose bubble) forms along tho centre part of the lending edge at an 
incidence (lC" for the @ end II0 for the ll$), not far short of the , 
incidence of maximum lift, whore the slope of the C, - a curve 
begins to decrease very appreciably. On the 9$ the boundary layer 
behind this is turbulent, but on the ll$ only a narrow strip along the 
trailing edge is subject to unsteadiness. In the early stages 
reattachment on the latter section does not appear to be associated with 
a breakdown of the stcndy flow, 

/he 
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As the lift coefficient passes through its maximlnn with 
increasing incidence the centre two thirds of the wing beccmes 
stalled. .In the first case the separation region spreads rearwards 
and sideways frcm the nose bubble, and in the second it spreads 
simultaneously rearwards froll the leading edge and forwards frm the , 
trailing edge. 

The CL - a curves below the critical R have roundccl t PS 

corresponding to the ccmparntively gradual~stall. There is, however, 
no indication to be associatea with the pronounced loss of slope for 

the 11,: section above a value of CL of about 0.25 at these Reynolds 
numbers. 

Above the Critical R ,- Above the critical Reynolds number the 
The 9h wirtg 

' _ 
first indication is an unsteadiness at the trailing edge. 
later stalls suddenly by segoration frcm the leading edge but on the 
II>;, turbulent separation first develops at the trailing edge and 
spreads well forward before a similar breakdown occurs at the leading 
edge. This fits in with the shape of the CL - a curve which bends 
over only very slightly for the 976 but much more so for the II,0 (Fig. 3). 

On the latter the stall IS a race between n sharp leading 
edge stall and a forward movement of the rear separation. Fresumably 
the peak suction and the rear separation influence one another. 
Cn the Y$, however, it appears that as regards profile outline the 
stall is determined entirely by the nosc shape and that it night.be 
possible to improve CLmax- quite appreciably by increasing the camber. 

In the Critical Range of R .- The behaviour in this range is 
naturallv more indefinite. Generally an inoipient cnsteadincss is set 
up at the trailing edge at moderate angles of incidence followed later 
by a very sharp stall, but occasionally at an intermediate stage, a small 
separation region develops in the centre of the span and at about 0.20 
from the leading edge. 

General. - It might be anticipated that the greater slope of the 
CL - a curves of the 9; aerofoil nt fairly high values of GL _ 
compared with that for CL = 0 would indicate the presence of a nose 
bubble at low incidence even at high Reynolds numbers. This, however, 
could not be detected. In the C, = CL curves there were no 
significant peculiarities which could bo,linked up with the tuft 
indications below the stall. 

Interference Effect of-Tufts 

In order to illustrcte the severe interference that can 
sanctimes arise when an acroforl is tufted, or perhaps over-tufted, 
angles of stalling incidence arc plotted in Fig. 4 under various 
conditions, in relation to the values found previously during the 
balance measurements: They refer, of course, only to the range of 
Reynolds number where the stall is fairly sharp and although the new 
values are not very precise the errors are not mportant. 

The curves show that the effect of the presence of the tufts 
on the YA wing is quite small even when the leading edge tufts are in 
place. It may be expected therefore that the flow picture obtained 
will be a f rly good represcntaticn of the development of stalled 
ccnditions. 
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On the I@ wing on the other hand the interference caused 
by the tufts is quite definite and soems to be independent of whether 
those at the leading edge are present or not. At the highest 
Reynolds numbers the stall of the tufted Il$'model was always of R 
very spasmodic nature and hardly consistent with the shnrp stall 
obtained during the balance measurements. It appears that the 
separation nt the lending edge is in this case much affected by 
slight changes in the turbulent separation region further bock. 

For comparison the corresponding results for what is called 
the HSA5Bscction (symx&ricol) arc also included in Pig. 4. The 
ordinates of this section may be defined as being equal to those of 
the AN510-009 plus one third of the difference between this and the 
HSA5. The chord of this aerofoil was 12 inches but the first line 
of tufts ~1z.8 still half an inch frcnx the'leading edge. These 
results show that this line of tufts oltiated the flow pattern 
completely while ,thc others had very little influence ercept 
possibly at high values of R , This section stalls sharply frcm 
near the louding edge without preliminary disturbance anywhere'in the 
boundary layer. 

Limitntions of Tufting Ecpcrimcnts 

It is clear that any investigation of flow pattern near the 
stall by a technique involving the use of streamers must be undertnken 
with an acute awareness of its limitations. Tufts near the peck 
suction positions of an aerofcil arc very liable to upset the flow 
completely but are smotimes quite safe. On the other hand, careful 
tufting of'tho rear half of the upper surface is usually safe but on 
sme acrofoil sections the flow near the nose appears to be 
particularly sensitive to what is happening'ovcr the rear half. 

Unless the major changes of flow p'nttcrn cnn be correlated 
with definite changes of lift or moment characteristics the indications 
must be accepted with scmc reserve. 

The best technique is to approach the surface with a streamer 
attached to the end of a probe but unfortunately this is often a slow 
rind inconvenient prooess. 

Comparison of Profile Shapes 

The similarities and differences have also been considered 
from another angle. The symxtricnl HSA5 B aorofoil was originally 
selected out of a numbor of nerofoils having a critical rise m 
$,max with R first because this critical occurred at nearly the 
SBme value as for the Vickers wings and secondly becxu+c the theoretical ' 
nose shape was somewh-lhnt similar. The actunl nose profile was, however, 
later measured up anlfound to be o. little blunter than IS indicated in 
the derivation given above, i.e. the section was very slightly truncnted 
at the leading edge. The three profiles (RSA5 B as measured) up to one 
inch frcm the leading edge e.re drawn in Fig. 5. 

It was found that they could be superimposed as regards the 
upller surface for .s distance of 0.8 inch frcm the lending edge and it 
was realised that the stall took plnce when this part of the three 
surfaces reached approximately the seme attitude with respect to the 
wincl (cf. Fig. 4). 
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The flow on the HSA5 E nerofoil at C$XLX separates 
sharply frcw near the leeding edge nrth no prelwrnary disturbance' 
anywhere in the boundary layer. The conclusion is that in each case 
the breakdown is primarily due to the suction peak conditions and 
that it nay depend not only on the nose shape but, remmbering that 
the HSA5 B is a 12 inch chord aercfoil, also on the actual linear 
dinenslms. 

Conclusions 

It has been found that tufts can be placed almost anywhere 
on the surface of the 9% aerofoil without appreciable effect on the 
flow condition3 but that the li$ is sensitive to their presence 
anywhere in the forward half, Intcrfercnoc effects of surface tufts 
are so unpredictable that other tests must be applied in order to 
find their optima arrangement. 

At hiah Revnolds numbers the 9-S section stalls sham&v bv 
separation from-near"the leading edge. -' This 
except that by the time this occurs turbulent 
well forward from the rear, It appears that 
former it might be possible to &prove C~JWLK 
increasing the camber. 

is also true of-the il$ 
separation has spread 
m respect of the 
appreciably by 

Below the'critical R breakdown of the flow pattern is 
associated !Tith an early development of a nose bubble separation. 

Comparing the 8 inch chord combered Vickers' mngs wth one 
another and mth the 12 rnch synnetrical HSA5,B, all of which are 
similar as regards form and dimensions for a distance of 0.8 inch 
along the upper surface from the leading edge, it is found that 
stallmng occurs when these portions of the upper surface reach a 
certain attitude vlth respect to the wind. It may be an indication 
that breakdown of the flow in thxs region depends not only on the 
profile shape near the leading edge but also on the actual lmear 
dinenslons. 

, 
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